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A B S T R A C T

This paper describes methods of obtaining improved estimates of long-term sea level trends for the British Isles.
This is achieved by lengthening the sea level records where possible, then removing known sources of variability,
and then further adjusting for datum errors that are revealed by the previous processes after verification using
metadata from archived sources. Local sea level variability is accounted for using a tide and surge model. Far
field variability is accounted for using a “common mode”. This combination reduces the residual variability seen
at tide gauges around the coast of the British Isles to the point that a number of previously unrecognised steps in
individual records become apparent, permitting a higher level of quality control to be applied. A comprehensive
data archaeology exercise was carried out which showed that these step-like errors are mostly coincident with
recorded site-specific changes in instrumentation, and that in many cases the periodic tide gauge calibration
records can be used to quantify these steps. A smaller number of steps are confirmed by “buddy-checking”
against neighbouring tide gauges. After accounting for the observed steps, using levelling information where
possible and an empirical fit otherwise, the records become significantly more consistent. The steps are not
found to make a large difference to the trend and acceleration observed in UK sea level overall, but their
correction results in much more consistent estimates of first order (Sea Level Rise) and second order (Sea Level
Acceleration) trends over this 60-year period. We find a mean rate of sea level rise of 2.39 ± 0.27 mm yr−1, and
an acceleration of 0.058 ± 0.030 mm yr−2 between Jan. 1958 and Dec. 2018. The cleaner dataset also permits
us to show more clearly that the variability other than that derived from local meteorology is indeed consistent
around the UK, and relates to sea level changes along the eastern boundary of the North Atlantic.

1. Introduction

Our overall aim in this paper is to extend and improve the British
Isles monthly Mean Sea Level (MSL) dataset, to begin to understand the
sources of the observed variability in the improved dataset, and to
quantify sea level trends and accelerations.

This paper significantly improves the sea level records: (1) by using
results of a data archaeology exercise to extend the sea level data set
where possible; (2) by making use of a barotropic model to remove
much of the variability due to local meteorology; (3) by deriving and
subtracting a common mode, representing variability from more distant
sources. This results in much smoother residual data, in which steps due
to data recording errors are more apparent, leading to (4) a further data
archaeology exercise demonstrating that most of those steps are asso-
ciated with known instrumentation changes, and that levelling and
related data are available for most segments of data between steps,

allowing them to be objectively adjusted. We also (5) adjust those
segments for which such information is not available, so as to minimise
the steps. Finally (6) it is shown that the resulting dataset is more
consistent and results in improved estimates of trends and accelerations
of sea level rise around the British Isles. We have selected a minimum of
20 years of valid data to derive SLR trends, and 50 years to derive
acceleration.

The tide gauge network (Fig. 1) around the British Isles is a dense
series of coastal sea level measurement sites situated on a shallow
continental shelf sea on the Eastern boundary of the North Atlantic. The
data from tide gauges installed around the British Isles and along the
adjacent continental coast have been the subject of scientific study from
the early 19th Century. More recent work has investigated sources of
variability, allowing more refined estimates of Sea Level Rise (SLR) in
the region (Rossiter, 1967; Thompson, 1980; Woodworth, 1987;
Woodworth et al., 1999; Woodworth et al., 2009; Wahl et al., 2013;
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Dangendorf et al. 2014; Haigh et al., 2009; Haigh et al., 2014;
Frederikse et al., 2016a; Frederikse and Gerkema, 2018). This paper can
be viewed as part of this ongoing process.

The Permanent Service for Mean Sea Level (PSMSL) is the main
repository for global tide gauge data (Holgate et al., 2013). The ‘Metric’
MSL dataset contains monthly means of the original data for each site
and is usually referenced to the tide gauge zero (TGZ) that was used at
the time of recording (further background is given in Supplement 1).
The Metric data therefore normally retains all the original (often large)
TGZ changes, reflecting events such as gauge relocation or replacement,
or redefinition of local Admiralty Chart Datum (ACD) (Aarup et al.,
2006). The Revised Local Reference (RLR) dataset represents quality-
controlled monthly mean data where records of these changes allow
correction (as far as possible) to a consistent local land-based vertical
reference point. Whilst the records have been subject to review, com-
parison and quality control over many decades (Graff and Karunaratne,
1980; Woodworth, 1991), a portion of the Metric data has not been
reduced to RLR as the elevation differences between the TGZ and local
bench marks were unknown or uncertain. In order to maximise the
amount of useable data we initially carried out a data archaeology
exercise (see Section 3) which allowed the recovery of new (as well as
verification of existing) information, increasing the number of sites
around the British Isles where RLR type offsets can be applied. The
degree of this data extension is summarised in Fig. S5 in supplement 1.
In all, the PSMSL holds monthly MSL data of varying record length and
quality for around 100 sites around the British Isles. By including the
newly extended and composite records, we increase the number of sites

which have 20 or more years of data over the period from the late
1950 s to the end of 2018 from 34 to 48.

The tide gauge measurements around the coast of the British Isles
are affected by a range of different physical processes. These include:
responses to local atmospheric pressure (Doodson, 1924; Ponte, 2006);
wind stress (Thompson 1980; 1981) including tide and storm surges
(Frederikse et al., 2016a; Frederikse and Gerkema, 2018); a response to
more distant ocean variability (Wakelin et al., 2003; Calafat et al.,
2012; Frederikse et al., 2016b; Volkov et al., 2019) which modulates
and includes global mean sea level changes; local vertical land motion
(VLM) (Wöppelmann and Marcos, 2016) due to present day processes
(such as localised subsidence due to groundwater extraction, or po-
tentially for North East England, coal mining) (Rossiter and Gray,
1972); and both land and gravitational responses to past glaciations,
known as Glacial Isostatic Adjustment (GIA) (Bradley et al., 2011). Of
these, the meteorological response and GIA response are expected to
vary substantially, while the response to more distant ocean variability
is expected to be more consistent from gauge to gauge. In Sections 4.3
and 5.3 we exploit this understanding.

Section 2 describes the data sources, and Section 3 the data ar-
chaeology (more detail on the kinds of data sources and details of tide
gauge datum determination are given in supplements 1,2 and 3). In
Sections 4 and 5 we work through the data improvements, using two
example tide gauge sites in Section 4, and then the entire dataset in
Section 5. These improvements take the following form:

• Step 1 (Sections 4.1 and 5.1): Add levelling information to Metric

Fig. 1. Tide gauge stations around the British Isles with more than 20 years of data, indexed starting at the northernmost station in Shetland, then clockwise around
the coastline, with station name and PSMSL station number (or numbers if composite). Sites will use the index numbers (in parentheses) throughout this paper to ease
reference.
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and newly found data to produce the extended, RLR-quality Metric
Extended Reduced dataset, with no further datum correction at this
stage.
• Step 2 (Sections 4.2 and 5.2): Perform “buddy checking” against
nearby tide gauges, where possible, to demonstrate that previously
undetected datum steps are visible, and make an estimate of their
times.
• Step 3 (Sections 4.3 and 5.3): Minimise variability to make datum
steps more visible. This is done by (a) subtracting variability due to
modelled GIA and the response to local meteorology from a baro-
tropic ocean model, to make the time series at different sites more
strongly correlated, (b) creating a detrended Initial Common Mode,
as an average of all tide gauge time series from a), each quad-
ratically detrended. (c) subtracting this Initial Common Mode from
each detrended tide gauge, to make a time series in which datum
steps are more clearly detectable.
• Step 4 (Sections 4.4 and 5.4): Identify “events”, defined as times at
which steps are likely to occur due to tide gauge changes (each
event must be confirmed by a coincidence of an observed step and,
usually, the time of a documented tide gauge change or, occasion-
ally, a step identified from buddy checking with two other tide
gauge records).
• Step 5 (Sections 4.4 and 5.5): Apply vertical offsets to segments of
records between events. These offsets are in most cases derived from
independent datum information. Where this is not available (“free-
floating” segments), steps are estimated by minimising the differ-
ence from the quadratic trend derived from the constrained data.

Section 4.6 validates the adjustment procedure for “free-floating”
segments, by comparing different methods, and the end of Section 5
describes the changes which have been made by all these datum cor-
rections.

Section 6.1 discusses the variability in the resulting improved, de-
trended time series, and Section 6.2 shows that, when the trends are
retained, the new data now shows much more consistent linear trends.
In Section 6.3 we introduce the Final Common Mode – an average of all
tide gauge sites after removing variability and datum steps – and show
that the scatter of trends relative to this average is substantially re-
duced. Section 6.4 shows that the final data show much better agree-
ment on sea level accelerations, that the Final Common Mode is robust,
and that its interannual to decadal variability comes from a mode
common to the eastern boundary of much of the North Atlantic.

Finally in Section 7 we summarise the results and draw conclusions.

2. Data and sources

In this paper we use various observational and model datasets to
account for observed variability in the tide gauge time series. The
analysis period of Jan. 1958 to Dec. 2018 is limited by the availability
of the CS3X tide and surge model (latest version of the Extended Area
Continental Shelf tide and surge model, see description below, and
https://www.ntslf.org/storm-surges/storm-surge-model). The seasonal
cycle was removed from each time series by simultaneous least squares
fitting of annual and semi-annual sinusoids (application of this method
leads to data described as “deseasonalised” below).

Monthly MSL data (Metric and RLR data sets) for waters around the
British Isles (Fig. 1) was obtained from the PSMSL (Holgate et al.,
2013), https://www.psmsl.org/data/ augmented by other sources.
These included the Irish Office of Public Works (http://waterlevel.ie/
hydro-data/stations/40060/station.html) for updated data from Malin
Head; the Channel Coastal Observatory reports (https://www.
channelcoast.org/reports/); data from the British Oceanographic Data
Centre (BODC); from recently published research (Haigh et al., 2009);
and small amounts of additional unpublished “new” data recovered
from the National Oceanography Centre (NOC) archives. The data ar-
chaeology exercise covered all periods of tide gauge observations, but

in most of the analysis here we use data from the years Jan. 1958 to
Dec. 2018 inclusive.

The annual MSL data from a global mean sea level reconstruction
(Church and White, 2011, updated to 2013) was downloaded from:
https://www.cmar.csiro.au/sealevel/sl_data_cmar.html. We also
downloaded the hybrid reconstruction of monthly global MSL estimates
from Dangendorf et al. (2019) at https://doi.org//10.1038/s41558-
019-0531-8. These are already GIA corrected and are used for com-
parison and global context.

Gridded satellite altimetry absolute dynamic topography at 1/4°
resolution from Segment-Sol multimissions d’ALTimétrie,
Orbitographie et localisation précise/Data Unification and Altimeter
Combination System (SSALTO/DUACS) was downloaded from
Copernicus Marine Environment Monitoring System at http://marine.
copernicus.eu/. This product has already been adjusted for the inverse
barometer effect (Carrère et al., 2016). Monthly mean equivalent sea
surface height (SSH) time series were extracted from grid points near
each tide gauge location. These represent local MSL relative to a geo-
centric reference frame, but the data is only available from 1993 on-
wards. This data was used for comparison with tide gauge data over the
satellite period.

Sea level variability due to local meteorological influence is esti-
mated using CS3X, a variant of the UK's main operational tide-surge
forecast model (e.g. Flather and Heaps, 1975; Flather, 2000; Flowerdew
et al., 2010). Modelled monthly mean sea level was extracted from
hourly time series of sea level variability due to tide and surge at each
tide gauge site, simulated from Jan. 1958 to Dec. 2018. The domain
spans 20°W to 13°E, 40°N to 63°N, with a resolution of 1/9° latitude by
1/6° longitude (approx. 12 km, see https://noc.ac.uk/files/documents/
business/model-info-CS3X.pdf). The open boundaries are forced with
an assumed constant sea level plus local inverse barometer response to
atmospheric pressure, and tidal constituents from a tidal analysis of an
outer CS3X-like model of the northeast Atlantic (Flather, 1981). The
atmospheric forcing is 6-hourly wind and sea-level pressure from ERA-
40 (Uppala et al., 2005) over the reanalysis period (1 Jan. 1958 to 31
Aug. 2002) and from Met Office operational hindcasts from the Met
Office operational atmospheric model (Unified Model) thereafter.

We use a GIA correction (Emery and Aubrey, 1985; Peltier and
Tushingham, 1989; Whitehouse, 2018) given by the Peltier ICE-6G_C
(VM5a) model (Peltier et al., 2015; Argus et al., 2014), available from
http://www.atmosp.physics.utoronto.ca/~peltier/data.php. The cor-
rection we apply includes gravitational effects as well as vertical land
movement, removing the secular component of RSL (relative sea level)
that results from GIA (Tamisiea, 2011). Other GIA models are available
for the UK, (as are CGPS (Continuous Global Positioning System) based
estimates of recent vertical land motion). Other models we looked at
were similarly effective in reducing the scatter in these trends.

3. Summary of data archaeology

A data archaeology exercise was carried out using historical docu-
ments archived at the NOC (Liverpool), UK Hydrographic Office (UKHO)
archives (Taunton) and older editions of large-scale Ordnance Survey (OS)
maps (online). These comprised OS levelling records, tide gauge calibra-
tion records, annual Admiralty Tide Tables, Institute of Oceanographic
Sciences (IOS) and National Tidal and Sea Level Facility (NTSLF) reports,
paper records of tide gauge history (e.g. Tide Gauge Inspectorate (TGI)
reports) and large amounts of correspondence between the UKHO (and
many others, e.g. individual port authorities) and the PSMSL. This resulted
in additional information being recovered for each tide gauge site, such as
older local bench mark elevations, semi-annual or annual tide gauge zero
check sheets, Ordnance Survey tide gauge zero levelling history (sum-
marised in OS-319 sheets, see supplementary material 2), and elevation
changes to the local port or chart datum.

The recovery of additional datum connections and bench mark
elevations allowed extension or creation of time series referenced to a
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consistent site datum (RLR-style) at several locations (e.g. Stornoway,
Ullapool, Newhaven, Shoreham, Blyth) and new composite series to be
created (e.g. Swansea and Mumbles, Invergordon and Buckie, Harwich
and Felixstowe, and the two records from Leith) similar to the process
used previously for Aberdeen and Liverpool (Woodworth et al., 2009).
In this case the use of Ordnance Datum Newlyn (ODN), or Local Ord-
nance Datum on island sites aids the comparison of elevations of older
and modern benchmarks, and also has the effect of making the absolute
levels more comparable between tide gauges, especially locally. We
refer to the data after correction to a common reference datum as
“reduced” data.

Any average offset adjustments required due to sections of data
being Mean Tide Level (MTL) rather than MSL were also made
(Suthons, 1937; Hogarth, 2014; Woodworth, 2017). These adjustments
vary from station to station and can be centimetre scale. This re-
analysed MSL data was checked against the PSMSL RLR time series. Any
offset between the reanalysed Metric data and the RLR series should be
constant and equal to the difference between the RLR reference ele-
vation and the mapping datum (ODN) given in the PSMSL RLR dia-
grams. A small number of anomalies were investigated and resolved or
explained (e.g. Portsmouth and Devonport).

A tide gauge ‘event’ file was created for each site by digitising all
recorded physical changes which could potentially affect the tide gauge
zero. These were extracted from OS 319 sheets (these are detailed in
supplements 1 and 2), TGI records and correspondence files. This in-
formation has been summarised in a MATLAB® script containing
change event dates and brief descriptions for each site, indexed by
PSMSL site number (see supplementary material 3).

The six-monthly or annual measurements of tide gauge zero eleva-
tion changes relative to the tide gauge bench marks were also recovered
and digitised for the 35 sites where OS 319 sheets were available, as
were the equivalent recorded levelling measurements available for
Malin Head. ‘Calibration’ files were created for each site, containing a
list of observation dates and measured differences between the mea-
sured TGZ and assumed TGZ elevations.

4. Method, case studies: data processing steps

4.1. Data extension

The PSMSL RLR monthly MSL record for Stornoway (site 46, see
Fig. 1) starts in 1977, but there is also a year of Metric data from Nov.
1928, and an almost continuous record from January 1957. The data
archaeology exercise allowed recovery of the relative TGZ and bench
mark elevations from these additional periods, resolving the large
datum steps and thus extending the time over which a consistent datum
could be applied by an additional 252 station months, adding another
50% to the existing RLR record (Fig. 2). This extension process was
repeated where possible for each site around the British Isles, giving a
new extended monthly MSL dataset (here reduced to ODN), which we
call the “Metric extended reduced” (MER) dataset. This dataset was
then deseasonalised and adjusted for GIA using the Peltier ICE-6G_C
(VM5a) model (Peltier et al., 2015).

The Metric record from Immingham (10) over the Oct. 1959 to 2018
period also has a large recorded datum difference of over 7 m after the
end of 1985. This has already been accounted for in the PSMSL RLR
record. The site records of tide gauge zero and local bench mark ele-
vations give the relative datum offsets needed to reduce the Metric data
to ODN and these validate the elevation values in the site RLR diagram
from the PSMSL. However the GIA-compensated SLR trend derived
from the Immingham time series is less than 1 mm yr−1, whereas the
neighbouring gauges with long and relatively complete time series at
North Shields (8) and Lowestoft (12) (approx. 173 km north and
182 km south of Immingham respectively) have trends of over
2 mm yr−1 over the same period. The anomalously low trend at
Immingham has been previously attributed to known density changes

in the river Humber run-off (Woodworth et al., 2009; Haigh et al.,
2009).

4.2. Buddy checking

The time series from Immingham was then ‘buddy checked’ (Rude,
1926; Woodworth, 1991) against similarly adjusted MSL records from
the two sites above. Fig. 3 shows plots of the differences (Immingham
minus North Shields and Lowestoft monthly MSL respectively). Taking
differences of records from nearby sites effectively removes any addi-
tional coherent “common mode” variability (for nearby sites this will
include both local and far field effects), revealing several clear steps
after year 2000, and two more ambiguous ones before that date. Var-
ious techniques were tried to automatically detect and quantify the
steps seen. Using the maximum likelihood changepoint detection
function implemented in MATLAB® (Lavielle, 2005; Eckley et al., 2011;
Killick et al., 2012) on each difference plot gives an estimate of the most
probable change points in mean difference. If the time and magnitude
of any detected changes are the same in both comparisons (within some
defined tolerance), then the change probably originates from the shared
time series, i.e. Immingham (see also Caussinus and Mestre, 2004 for
other examples of this methodology). These coincident detected change
points are shown as green dashed lines.

However independent information is needed to confirm the timing
of the steps, and the “buddy” checking relies on having good quality
and near complete data from neighbouring sites. This is not always
available, so various other methods were explored to reduce the
variability in the MSL records, including the use of barotropic models
and a common mode (Woodworth et al., 1999).

4.3. Adjusting for local and far field sea level variability

The top (blue) trace of Fig. 4 shows the deseasonalised monthly MSL
data for our case study site of Immingham. The sea level response to
local meteorological effects (inverse barometer and wind stress) can be
accounted for by subtracting the mean monthly CS3X modelled sea
level, which is derived purely from a reanalysis of atmospheric pressure
and wind observations.

The middle (red) trace of Fig. 4 shows the result. The meteor-
ologically induced high frequency variability is greatly reduced, but
lower frequency components remain largely unaffected. This is ex-
pected as the tide and surge model itself contains little interannual to
multidecadal variability. Comparing with similarly processed data from
other sites around the British Isles confirmed that these low frequency
fluctuations appear coherent. Consistent with the buddy checking re-
sults, removing a “common mode” which contains these low frequency
signals (Larsen et al., 2003) results in a further reduction in variability,
as shown by the residual in the bottom (purple) trace of Fig. 4. This
Initial Common Mode (ICM) is here defined as the average detrended
(first and second order) MSL for all stations, with individual tide and
surge model data removed. Note that this ICM is used purely to reduce
variability and aid in detection of steps. We will later produce a Final
Common Mode (FCM) which retains all trends, and where any potential
bias due to averaging different record lengths is minimised (see sup-
plementary material 1) and tested by using various combinations of
records. It is thought that this “common mode” signal will reflect
broader scale ocean variability originating from beyond the local shelf
region (Chafik et al., 2019). Unlike buddy checking, this two-step
process effectively separates far field ocean effects from local meteor-
ological effects. We find that combining CS3X with a common mode
best reduces the natural variability seen at most tide gauges.

Referring to Fig. 4, as the variability is progressively reduced, a
number of clear datum steps emerge, e.g. in 2000 and around 2012. In
addition, comparing the adjusted time series from neighbouring sites
reveals apparent trend similarities in sections unaffected by these steps.
This suggests that much of the difference in SLR trend between
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Immingham and nearby gauges can be explained by the presence of
these datum shifts (see also Becker et al., 2009 for trend differences due
to datum shifts in records from the coast of Holland). Thus, the sub-
traction of tide and surge model plus common mode data allows for
similar discrimination of steps to that found by high quality buddy
checking, but we still require more information to help interpret the
steps that are seen.

4.4. Identifying and quantifying datum steps

Fig. 5 shows the deseasonalised and detrended monthly MSL data
for Immingham, with modelled storm surge data and the initial
common mode subtracted (blue, see supplementary material 1 for de-
trending method used at this stage).

Initial attempts were made to quantify the step timing and size using a
variety of change point detection methods (Beaulieu et al., 2012). Using
the Mann-Whitney test and basic differential methods (Trauth et al., 2018)
showed false detect issues typical of the ‘change point detection problem’
(Gallagher et al., 2013). A more flexible and robust method used the

MATLAB® maximum likelihood change point function. For Immingham,
nine changepoints are detected, as shown by the orange line in Fig. 5.

The data archaeology exercise allowed a record of all physical
change events which could potentially affect the datum to be created
for each site (supplementary 3). For Immingham these are shown as
grey vertical lines in Fig. 5. Importantly, many of these events are as-
sociated either with breaks in the time series, or apparent datum shifts.
Many of the detected changepoints (orange) are seen to coincide with
recorded events (grey), as well as the independent results of the buddy
checking from the two other sites illustrated previously. The buddy
checking process also gives some additional changepoint times which
were unrecorded (e.g. late 1983). These are shown as green vertical
lines in Fig. 5. We find after reviewing all sites that the recorded events
augmented with the buddy checking results capture the times of almost
all visible datum shifts, and the majority of changes detected using the
maximum likelihood function. We also investigated a number of high
resolution records (15 min sampling) which confirmed that steps were
usually associated with breaks in data continuity, implying a physical
change. Thus, these recorded events, and those buddy-checking steps

Fig. 2. Deseasonalised monthly MSL for Stornoway; PSMSL RLR, PSMSL Metric, and Metric extended reduced data using recovered datum connection information.
Each time series is offset vertically for visualisation.

Fig. 3. Difference plots of reference MSL minus model series from nearby sites, with detected change points. Red: Immingham minus North Shields (offset 300 mm
for visualisation). Blue: Immingham minus Lowestoft. Change points which are common to both difference plots are dashed green. (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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which are confirmed by the model-based jump detection, give us an
objective set of break points at which we should seek information on
datum changes (Li and Lund, 2015). We only consider detected jumps
which are confirmed by at least one other source of information. These
are then referred to below as “events”.

4.5. Adjusting for datum steps

For Immingham, semi-annual or annual tide gauge zero reference
(Van de Casteele tests, Lennon, 1968) and repeat levelling measure-
ments by the OS are available from the early 1960 s to the mid-1980 s
(OS 319 sheets, see supplementary material 1 and 2 for explanation and
examples). These record some of the known instrumentation changes.
Normally a time average of these levelled calibrations was used by the
UKHO and PSMSL to define the TGZ. The discrete ‘calibration file’ offset
values for this site are plotted as red circles in Fig. 5. These represent
the differences between the accepted TGZ value used by the PSMSL
(usually the UKHO “Admiralty Chart Datum” based on some fixed

definition of observed Low Water level) and the measured TGZ eleva-
tions. As has been demonstrated previously in the case of Portsmouth
(Webber and Walden, 1981; Walden, 1982; Haigh et al., 2009), addi-
tional information is available which has not been fully exploited. In
this case, datum level changes around 1963 and 1980 appear to be
recorded, and evidence for a downward step in late 1983 from the
buddy checking is validated by a measured elevation change.

We investigated several ways to use the sparse calibration data to
adjust the monthly records (e.g. using interpolation between the cali-
bration dates), but after reviewing the results from all sites we con-
cluded that the most robust method was to use an average of the cali-
brations over each period between ‘event’ times (i.e. the levelling
information is used, but averaged over segments of data between our
confirmed change points). Applying these offsets (Table 1) corrects the
section of relatively high data between the end of 1979 and 1983 so
that it is no longer discernible (or detectable, Fig. 6). By contrast, the
short upwards excursion in 1966 is unaffected. This latter anomaly is
also visible in nearby tide gauge records, so is likely to represent real

Fig. 4. Plot showing progressive re-
duction of variability in monthly MSL
time series from top, blue: deseasona-
lised MSL data with initial datum ad-
justments. Red: deseasonalised data
adjusted for CS3X tide and surge model.
Purple: Adjusted using CS3X and
common mode. Each time series is
offset by 200 mm to aid visualisation.
(For interpretation of the references to
colour in this figure legend, the reader
is referred to the web version of this
article.)

Fig. 5. Plot of deseasonalised detrended monthly MSL minus surge model and common mode for Immingham. Results of auto change point detection and segment
mean values are shown in orange. Recorded physical changes at the site are shown as vertical grey lines with the labels running in groups of four stepping
sequentially downwards and to the right. Any additional changes common to two independent buddy checks are shown as green vertical lines. TGZ differences from
recorded datum (OS levelling) are shown as red circles. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)
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local sea level variation (which might otherwise be removed by a naïve
change point detection process).

Several datum shifts are also visible after a bubbler gauge was in-
stalled in July 1986 by which time TGZ levelling checks had become
intermittent. Nonetheless, some segments, in this case those up to the
year 2000, do have levelling data associated with them (note the le-
velling which is recorded along with the installation of a new site in
1996). As with the regular calibration period, these segments are also
‘fixed’ with reference to ODN using the average of the levelling and
calibration data over those segments.

Other segments (in this case all those after the installation of a new
logger in 2000) are considered here as “free floating”. The magnitude of
corrective offsets for these “free floating” segments can be estimated by
a number of methods (Table 1): by using mean differences for short
sections before and after each change event (purple curve in Fig. 6); or
by buddy check comparisons; or by allowing each segment of data
between known change events over the entire extent of the record to be
offset and fitted to a best fit (least squares regressed) linear trend and
second order function (blue curve in Fig. 6). The second order term was
included as it best explained the largest proportion of the low order
non-linearity apparent in the majority of longer series, and retaining
this signal in each processed series is of interest (a similar rationale is
behind the ICM being quadratically detrended).

4.6. Validation

A comparison of these independently derived step offset values
(Table 1) can give some measure of confidence in each estimate. For
example for December 2014 the change detect method gives an esti-
mated positive step of 136 mm, the buddy check comparisons give
130 mm and 139 mm respectively, whilst the surge model difference
and regression both give 133 mm. An additional check with the high
quality record (Bradshaw et al., 2016) from more distant Newlyn gives
105 mm. The comparisons for the change point detect and buddy check
also show some differences in timing of the steps as the unconstrained
estimate of change time also has uncertainties. Comparisons can also be
made for the period from 1993 onward with gridded satellite altimetry
data, provided that variability due to meteorological effects is similarly
minimised. For Immingham the adjusted TG minus local altimeter MSL
trend is 0.025 mm yr−1, whereas the unadjusted TG minus altimeter
MSL trend is −3.7 mm yr−1. The adjustment process will thus greatly
impact estimates of VLM based on TG minus altimetry data, where the
effect of datum shifts in the TG data on the residual trends is com-
pounded by the relatively short altimetry period.

The offset adjustment values used for this paper are the calibration
results (For Immingham, table 1, top row) over the period these are
available (approximately the first half of the record in this case), and

Table 1
Top: Offsets (mm) for Immingham derived from calibration up to 1984, and levelling (bold) combined with regression after 2001. This is the method used in this
analysis. Next two rows, offsets derived from differences between data and modelled sea level for 36 months before and after event. Next, offset and time estimates
from changepoint detect process. Bottom three rows, offsets and mean time of detected changes for buddy checks for three long and relatively complete records.

Year: Event 1963.62 1979.96 1983.96 2000.96 2004.46 2012.96 2014.96

Using cal. and regression 24 48 −55 −79 55 −123 133
Offsets from Surge Model −79 48 −157 133
Year: changepoint detect 1963.46 1983.71 2000.96 2004.62 2012.87 2014.96
Offsets: changepoint detect 35 −51 −78 60 −119 136
Year: Buddy check 1963.54 1983.96 2001.04 2004.71 2012.96 2014.96
Buddy check North Shields 46 −39 −94 49 −129 130
Buddy check Lowestoft 42 59 −55 −96 62 −143 139
Buddy check Newlyn 42 49 −51 −100 57 −133 105

Fig. 6. Top, purple: adjusted Metric MSL data for Immingham, result of subtracting the individually estimated offsets derived from mean difference values for up to
three years either side of each change. Blue: adjusted Metric MSL data for Immingham, result of alternative datum step adjustment using calibration data up to 1984
and segment-based regression thereafter. Grey shading shows data before adjustment and magnitude of correction. Red and orange show North Shields and Lowestoft
respectively, treated in the same way with the relatively small datum adjustments for these sites again in grey. The negative spike in the Lowestoft record just before
1980 is normally flagged as an error and removed in the RLR record. Each time series is offset 250 mm for visualisation. (For interpretation of the references to colour
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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the levelling constrained regression results over the rest of the record.
All series have seasonal, GIA, surge model and common mode adjust-
ments. The time series after step removal more closely resembles those
of other sites on the East Coast which appear to be less affected by
datum shifts, as shown in the comparison with Lowestoft and North
Shields in Fig. 6.

While this process is useful for unifying the time series, it is important
to bear in mind the difference between those segments of data which
have been fixed by levelling (offsets in bold for Table 1), and those which
have been adjusted based on some kind of reasonable expectation of
short term consistency (smoothness) of the difference between measured
and modelled data. It is also important to contrast the differences be-
tween this “event” constrained approach and unconstrained approaches
based on changepoint detection. Initial attempts at blind step detection
showed this naïve approach will inevitably remove low frequency com-
ponents of natural variability as well as steps if the magnitudes of the low
frequency fluctuations are similar to or greater than that of the datum
steps. We show later that this step adjustment is less of a problem when
the step times are limited to confirmed events.

This section has illustrated the approach in the context of two
particular tide gauges. In the next section we summarise the various
stages as applied across the wider range of gauges from around the
British Isles. We will show later that this results in improved con-
sistency between long term trends measured at these sites.

5. Application to all tide gauges around the British Isles

5.1. Data Extension

The process described for Immingham was automated and repeated for
all sites. The first stage is to independently replicate the Metric to RLR
conversion performed by the PSMSL, but using the extended information
and metadata provided by the data archaeology initiative. The results of this
are shown in Fig. 7 compared with RLR data. Newly reduced data comprise
9542 station-months in addition to the 22,485 station-months already in the
RLR dataset for the sites studied, a 42% increase in available data, including
some data not in the PSMSL Metric dataset (e.g. from Southampton and
Belfast). A graphical overview of the extent of the various MSL data used is
also given in Fig S5 in supplement 1. Any large “spikes” (see Fig. 5) which
are normally flagged in RLR data were identified using a modified version
of the function described in Feuerstein et al. (2009), where the spike data
values were removed rather than replaced with interpolated values. Tower
Pier (a station on the river Thames in the Greater London area) was rejected
at this stage due to high variability associated with run-off causing river
level fluctuations which were not captured in the tide and surge model,
giving 48 stations (Fig. 1). For each site, a list of recorded instrumentation
changes was also created from the data archaeology exercise.

5.2. Buddy checking

We now perform buddy checking. This helps initially to identify
some likely datum shifts. Where two buddy stations show a coincident
datum change of similar size, the majority of these are also found to
coincide with known instrumentation changes at the common site. A
small number of coincident buddy check steps are found not to be as-
sociated with known changes, but most likely reflect an unrecorded
event. For these, the timing is derived using results from the change
point detection averaged for both buddy check difference series. These
times are then used to augment the recorded event times in order to
objectively capture all independently detectable step changes.

5.3. Adjusting for local and far field variability

Following this, the local modelled GIA trend and detrended modelled
monthly mean tide and surge response plus common mode were sub-
tracted from the tide gauge data for each site. The maximum likelihood

change point analysis was applied to again help identify potential steps. As
with Immingham, it is clear that datum steps exist in a number of records,
and that these are responsible for significant long-term differences in
trends between gauges. Those steps which had independent confirmation,
mostly from documented instrumentation changes but in some cases from
buddy checking, were used to create event files for each site, and these
event times were used to divide the data into segments for adjustment.

5.4. Quantifying datum steps

The tide gauge levelling and calibration results from OS-319 sheets
(supplement material 2) were then digitised for the 36 sites at which
they were available. The equivalent levelling information was also di-
gitised for Malin Head on the Irish Coast. Records from some of the sites
where calibration data is available (e.g. Harwich and Felixstowe) have
been merged into longer composite MSL records. A small number of
sites have calibration data but no available MSL data. This reduces the
number of sites where systematic calibration results can be used to 33
(Fig. 8), and of these, only 28 have more than 20 years of data (centre
panel Fig. 9). The measured TGZ values were double checked against
the original Van de Casteele calibration test results (see Lennon (1968))
and bench mark information (see supplement material 1).

5.5. Adjusting for datum steps

The levelling results were then applied to those site-segments for
which they were available (generally covering the period from the early
1960 s to the mid-1980 s), and then “free floating” segments were
adjusted by least squares fitting a linear and quadratic trend plus offsets
to each series of the entire dataset, with offset adjustments only per-
mitted on the “free floating” segments (Fig. 9). As with Immingham, not
all post 1980 s segments are “free floating”, for example many segments
are “fixed” using levelling information related to the installation and
calibration of mid-tide sensors (Woodworth et al., 1996).

In summary, each residual tide gauge time series (with surge model
and ICM subtracted off) was cut into segments bounded by fixed “event”
times. These events are defined as times of documented equipment
changes, with occasional additions where dual buddy checking gives ad-
ditional times. These were then checked against the results of an automatic
step-detection process. Levelling information was used to fix the datum in
all segments for which it was available (coloured segments in the right
hand panel of Fig. 9). Other “free floating” segments were then offset so as
to minimise the difference from a quadratic fit to the data which are not
“free floating”, and the offset values were independently buddy checked.
The quadratic trend of each time series is therefore determined only by the
levelled segments. As a further independent check, the sections of time
series from 1993 to 2017 were then compared with the 0.25°gridded al-
timeter monthly mean MSL data, using both the nearest grid cell and an
average of nearest grid cells to each tide gauge. The overall processing
steps are shown graphically in Fig. S6 supplement 1.

The final step offset values (the signals to be subtracted from each
record to correct for datum jumps) referenced to the nominal TGZ for
each site can in some cases exceed 100 mm (Fig. 10a). Any impact of
the average datum correction signal (Fig. 10b) on the existing mean SLR
trend for the British Isles will be small as there is little correlation of
data step times or magnitudes between sites, and the resultant pseudo-
noise averaged offset signal has little bias (here, the small
−0.1 mm yr−1 negative trend introduced by datum steps means that,
after correction, the adjusted trend is increased by + 0.1 mm yr−1).
Similarly the small acceleration term in the error signal will reduce the
acceleration slightly in the final averaged result (see Table 2).

5.6. Trend analysis

New SLR trends and formal uncertainties were then derived. We
accounted for coloured noise in the trend fitting process by using the
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CATS (Create and Analyse Time Series, Williams, 2008) software on
each time series (Williams, 2008; Bos et al., 2013). The effect of the
datum step adjustments at individual stations can be profound, in some
cases even reversing the SLR trend, as at Workington (37) (Fig. 11).
Here uncorrected negative steps are apparent in the record, two of
which have been previously noted (Hames et al., 2004). Initial tape
measurements were made by divers from underwater pressure ports to
a fixed point above water during installation of the pressure-based
system in 1992, and later datum “corrections” are recorded in Sep-
tember 2002 and June 2004, but only the latter involved levelling to OS
bench marks. A naïve interpretation of the unadjusted data would
conclude that sea level was falling at this site. The reconstructed data
with offsets adjusted assuming the final segment only is fixed has a
trend which closely agrees with that from other sites.

The trends for the majority of sites derived in this systematic
manner are now more comparable to those derived from the small
number of RLR sites typically selected and judged to be of high quality
(this has been partly a subjective expert assessment to date)
(Woodworth et al., 1999). A few sites appeared not to fit the general
pattern, these were found to be associated with factors such as jetty
subsidence (e.g. Islay (41)), although for some sites anomalous changes
in apparent relative sea level previously attributed to subsidence could
be re-assessed in the light of the detected datum shifts.

5.7. Troublesome cases

A small number of the tide gauge time series remain problematic.
For example gauge malfunctions are recorded at Malin Head between
1998 and 2003, and these correspond to lowered MSL anomalies in the
data (Fig. 12, blue). These sections of data are probably irredeemable
and should be flagged and removed from any trend analysis (as some of
them already are in the PSMSL RLR data), but this leaves considerable
gaps. A more continuous representation of local MSL can be created by
replacing the problematic section using data from nearby working
gauges. As with any composite series, this depends on land motion and
datums at the original and buddy check site being known. If the infill
section overlaps unaffected data and differences are within acceptable
error bounds, this gives confidence that this is a reasonable processing
step. For Malin Head (44), the bubbler gauge record from Portrush (43)
can be used (Fig. 12, red) which would otherwise be too short to con-
tribute to the site by site multi-decadal analysis (as it starts in 1995).
This also provides evidence for the small datum shift detected in the
Malin Head data at the beginning of 2013 (Note that the Malin Head
data from 2003 onwards is not yet in the PSMSL, but is available
elsewhere, see data section previously)

For sites such as Southampton (21), Dublin (33) and Belfast (40),
sections of relatively high variability indicate low quality data and/

Fig. 7. RLR monthly MSL from PSMSL compared with Metric extended reduced MSL Jan. 1958 to Dec. 2018, deseasonalised and adjusted for GIA (49 sites with a
span of more than 20 years of extended data shown here). Each series offset by 300 mm for visualisation. Data steps are not immediately apparent at this stage.
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or poor datum control. Belfast in particular displays cm-scale step
like discontinuities and nonlinearities which cannot be accounted for
using existing metadata. At Islay (42) the SLR curve appears smooth,
but the SLR and Sea Level Acceleration (SLA) trends are anomalously
high, which can be explained by the jetty subsidence reported by the
TGI at this site. Without additional measurements of this subsidence,
little can be done to correct the data. For Avonmouth (28), the
overall record appears to show anomalously high SLR acceleration,
which is likely to be due to one or more unrecorded downward
datum shifts in the 1960 s. For Devonport (23), the tide gauge le-
velling measurements account for all but one large datum step
(around 70 mm) associated with a re-siting of the gauge (which
would again lead to larger SLR acceleration). This can however be
resolved by a single buddy check comparison, as has been done
previously over the entire record (Haigh et al., 2009). Despite these
issues, apart from Tower Pier (see previously), only Islay and Belfast
were judged to be so extreme as not to be used in the overall trend
analysis, reducing the number of sites to 46.

Some of the series with slightly less than 20 years of data (analysed
but not included in this paper) also show likely symptoms of subsidence
or gauge movement, such as Newport (on the other side of the Avon
estuary from Avonmouth (28)) and Scarborough (South of Whitby (9)).
At Scarborough vertical movement of the structure at the gauge site is
the most likely cause of the apparent SLR being higher than at other
East Coast sites. This is supported by evidence from a second more
recently levelled gauge elsewhere in the harbour (run by the Channel
Coastal Observatory), as there is now a vertical offset between MSL data
from the two gauges, despite both being originally referenced to the
same datum.

6. Results and tests of robustness

6.1. Reduced variability

Despite the overall large month to month MSL variations (Fig. 13),
the spread of MSL values (here detrended for linear and quadratic
terms) for each month for all sites is considerably reduced compared
with uncorrected data. This would be expected if the correction process
was effective and the MSL was highly coherent at regional scale over a
wide range of frequencies. Fig. 13 shows detrended MSL for all stations
overlaid after removal of step offsets, optical density is related to the
degree of time series overlap (commonality). The middle trace shows
the same data after the CS3X data (from the nearest grid cell) is re-
moved at each station. The bottom plot shows the effect of removing
the common mode signal from each time series. Here the median (red),
first and third quartile (yellow shading), as well as the maximum and
minimum values (grey envelope) are plotted. This suggests that if local
meteorological effects (atmospheric pressure and winds, represented by
the tide surge model), any large scale variability due to ocean fluc-
tuations (represented by the common mode signal), linear (GIA and
SLR) and second order terms (including any SLR and VLM rate changes)
are accounted for, then the residual has little remaining variability or
higher order terms. Tests confirmed that removing a degree 2 (quad-
ratic) polynomial from each time series reduced temporal aliasing from
the different periods of data available at each site rather more than just
removing a linear trend, but that adding additional higher order pro-
ducts made little difference to the final result.

The total variance of the original deseasonalised and detrended
monthly MSL time series can be viewed as made up of these main
components as in Fig. 14.

Fig. 8. Data from 33 sites with overlapping TGZ calibration and MSL data. Tide gauge zero calibration results (circles) overlaid on detrended monthly MSL time series
with surge model data and common mode subtracted. Inspection shows correlation at interannual timescales implying some lower frequency variability in apparent
MSL is due to variability of recorded TGZ setting.
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The residual variance (blue) is in many cases smaller than the
variance explained by the datum steps (purple), showing that these
were the dominant error source at many sites.

The middle and bottom curves of Fig. 13 together demonstrate that,
in addition to the removed quadratic trend, there is interannual to in-
terdecadal variability which is common to most of the tide gauge re-
cords; i.e. a strong common mode. It is also notable from the bottom
curve that the residual variability reduces over the period studied
(Fig. 13). Possible explanations include improved data quality (Lennon,
1971) as new gauge technology (Pugh 1972; 1981) replaces older
mechanical gauges in the late 1980 s, along with a change to a single
data supplying authority, and improved model accuracy as more and
higher quality meteorological observations are assimilated into the
forcing for the tide and surge model. Another factor is the varying
number of gauges contributing, which increases in around 1990,
reaching a peak around 2010 after which there is a rapid decline
(Fig. 15).

6.2. Constraining step adjustments

Any step removal process runs the risk of artificially removing long
period variability. In Fig. 16 we demonstrate that, by only permitting

adjustment of “free floating” segments, we minimise this problem in our
analysis. The final data (bottom curve) retains the interannual varia-
bility of the original data (top), while reducing the scatter around that
variability. In contrast, application of a naïve method which auto-
matically corrects all steps above a threshold without regard to in-
dependent levelling information (middle curve) results in a significant
reduction of this common mode variability.

6.3. Improved trend correlation

Fig. 17 illustrates the improved homogeneity of trends for time
series with at least 50 years of data over the Jan. 1958 to Dec. 2018
period after this process of data correction has been applied in-
dependently at each site. We selected 50 years as a compromise be-
tween maximising the number of sites and ensuring the observations
were over a near identical long period to minimise effects of different
start or end times. The CATS software is used for all trend analysis. The
probability density function (PDF) plot, uses the Epanechnikov
smoothing function also available in MATLAB® (Epanechnikov, 1969;
Bowman and Azzalini, 1997). Numerical values for the SLR trends and
uncertainties for each site are given in supplementary material 1. Due
to the presence of coloured noise the uncertainties are larger than if

Fig. 9. Metric extended reduced monthly MSL time series for 48 sites with over 20 years of data from Jan. 1958 to Dec. 2018. Left panel: adjusted only for seasonal
variation, GIA, surge model data and common mode. Centre panel: data for 28 sites with more than 20 years of data and where TGZ calibration data is available.
Calibration corrections are applied to the coloured sections (grey sections are unadjusted at this stage). Right panel: data from all sites, coloured where calibration
and documented levelling information are available. These segments are fixed, whilst remaining segments (grey) are adjusted, here using a regression method.
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Fig. 10. a and b: Upper panel (a) shows additional offset correction values (to be subtracted from the original data) for each individual site referenced to nominal
TGZ, overlaid. Lower panel (b) shows average of all sites (note different vertical scale).

Table 2
SLR and SLA trends derived from CATS, first two columns show linear trend and uncertainty. Third and fouth columns show the second order trend and uncertainty.
Table also shows the impact of adjusting MSL series for surge model and different common mode signals prior to averaging. For example the reduction in variability
after subtracting an independent “common mode” signal derived from all West coast site data and applying to each East coast site series before averaging shows an
additional coherent underlying signal is present around the entire coastline which is not explained by the barotropic model.

Data used for trend analysis SLR (mm/yr) σ (mm/yr) SLA (mm/yr2) σ (mm/yr2)

Average RLR MSL (34 sites) 1.92 0.23 0.085 0.026
Average MER MSL (46 sites) 2.22 0.23 0.077 0.027
ICM (Av. MER minus surge model) 2.30 0.28 0.066 0.030
FCM (Av. MER minus surge model & datum steps) 2.39 0.27 0.056 0.028
Av. MER: as above, 4 longest series only 2.39 0.36 0.049 0.038
FCME (E. Coast MER only) minus detrended FCM 2.21 0.05 0.073 0.006
FCMW (W. Coast MER only) minus detrended FCM 2.54 0.06 0.066 0.007
FCMS (S. Coast MER only) minus detrended FCM 1.89 0.10 0.054 0.011
FCME minus detrended FCMW 2.26 0.10 0.071 0.011
FCME minus detrended FCMS 2.20 0.12 0.070 0.011
FCMW minus detrended FCMS 2.47 0.16 0.065 0.017

Fig. 11. Monthly MSL for Workington
(blue), adjusted for seasonal variation,
GIA, meteorological variability and
Initial Common Mode, showing three
distinct steps, which contribute to a
linear trend of −4.2 mm yr−1 . Red:
result after step adjustment based on
regression, with a revised trend of
2.4 mm yr−1. Green: Unadjusted record
for Portrush (offset) shown for com-
parison. (For interpretation of the re-
ferences to colour in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version
of this article.)
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white noise is assumed (Bos et al., 2013).
Note that, while the correction of “free floating” data segments will

tend to reduce interannual variability, it is not biased in its re-
presentation of either linear or quadratic trend, which could be made
less consistent with other records if the method was not effective. The
improvement overall suggests that there are sufficient segments with
levelling data to constrain the curves well. The results are consistent
with the idea of uniform regional long term underlying trends and low
order decadal and multi-decadal variability having long spatial co-
herence lengths and therefore being highly correlated along coastlines
at regional scale (Hughes and Meredith, 2006; Woodworth et al., 2009;
Wahl et al., 2013; McCarthy et al., 2015). They show that, although GIA
is important, the correction of steps has the greatest impact on unifying
observed trends around the coast.

As a check of whether the corrections are still valuable over the later
period when much less levelling information is available, we compare
trends over the 1993–2017 period with those from satellite altimetry
(Pfeffer and Allemand, 2016; Kleinherenbrink et al., 2018), choosing

either the nearest altimetry grid point or an average over all points
within around 100 km of each gauge. Note that we take care to match
the GIA corrections, applying a correction for both vertical land
movement and gravity at the tide gauges, but only the gravity effect for
the altimetry. Fig. 18 confirms that the corrections improve consistency
with satellite altimetry over this period.

6.4. Revised MSL for the British Isles

We now construct the Final Common Mode (FCM) from the time
series after correction for steps, this time retaining both linear and
quadratic trends. Simple averaging presents a problem as offsets be-
tween series exist (each series is not referenced to the same absolute
vertical datum) and they do not cover the same time period
(Dangendorf et al., 2017). Any GIA errors will also cause apparent trend
differences and introduce bias. The novel averaging process used here is
to solve for all offsets in all time series simultaneously using weighted
least squares in Matlab, accounting for data gaps and differing start and

Fig. 12. Monthly MSL for Malin Head
(blue) and Portrush (red), and
Holyhead (orange), distance 46 km and
288 km from Malin Head respectively,
all to relevant OD. The data from
Portrush can be used to replace part of
the erroneous data from Malin Head.
The new composite series appears to be
consistent with those from several other
sites. (For interpretation of the refer-
ences to colour in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)

Fig. 13. Top trace, overlaid detrended (1st and 2nd order), deseasonalised MSL time series with mean offset removed for all sites. Optical density is proportional to
number of coincident time series. Middle trace is the same but with storm surge model removed for each site. Bottom trace is with common mode signal removed, and
median, 1st and 3rd quartile as well as max/min envelope shown.
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end times, but in this paper we do not attempt to account for GIA errors.
We check this averaging is effectively identical to an alternative process
of ranking the time series in length order, and then starting with the
longest and most complete, to sequentially add each new series to up-
date an overall average. At each stage the offset between the current
average and each new series is estimated by least squares differences
and this offset is then subtracted before creating a new weighted
average. In both cases the average at each point in the time series is
weighted by the number of contributing gauges.

Fig. 19 shows all of the adjusted and offset time series overlaid. The
amount of direct curve overlap is visually represented by optical den-
sity, with a median, 1st and 3rd quartile plotted. The common mode
variability is clearly evident.

Subtracting the surge model data results in greatly reduced high
frequency variability in the average MSL data, but makes little

difference to the formal trend (using CATS processing to account for
power law noise models, the formal uncertainty actually increases
slightly as a result of reduced white noise permitting a better estimate
of the low frequency noise, see Table 2).

Fig. 20 shows the variation in trend differences between the FCM
and the MSL at each of the TG stations with more than 20 years of data.
Each TG difference trend is estimated over the timespan of each TG
record. Possible contributors to the residual trend differences include
GIA model errors and VLM (see Fig. 22) as well as any remaining gauge
errors.

6.5. Sea level acceleration

The question arises whether acceleration is detectable in the ad-
justed dataset. The minimum record length required in order to attempt

Fig. 14. Contributions to total variance of deseasonalised monthly mean MSL at each site. The smaller contribution of the surge model and lower variance on the East
and South-East Coasts reflect wind driven processes. The difference is similar to the results found between the East Coast of the UK and the Western European Coast
using low pass filtered data (Frederikse et al. 2018).

Fig. 15. Blue: total number of sites with valid MSL data per month Jan. 1958 to Dec. 2017. Red: The number of these sites which also have robust levelling
information. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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separation of interdecadal ocean fluctuations from a long term accel-
eration signal in tide gauge data is much longer than the 20 years used
here for SLR (Douglas, 1992). In Fig. 21, a probability density function
of CATS derived acceleration values is plotted using all 24 gauges with
at least 50 years of data (at least 75% complete). This shows a median
acceleration of around 0.05 mm yr−2 over the Jan. 1958 to Dec. 2018
period, and a greatly reduced spread of values around a positive mean
compared with unadjusted data, indicating an increased likelihood of a
positive acceleration signal.

This illustrates the improved consistency of the tide gauge records
once datum steps and local dynamics have been accounted for.
However, similar time series will result in similar estimates of accel-
eration without that acceleration necessarily being statistically sig-
nificant. To assess the accuracy of trends and accelerations, we apply
the CATS analysis method to various Common Modes defined below
(Table 2). The linear trends (SLR given by b) are derived accounting for
a second order term (Williams et al., 2014) using (1).

= + +y a b t t c t t( ) 1
2

( )0 0
2

(1)

where y is sea level, a is a constant, b is the rate of rise, and c is the
acceleration. We select t0 so that b equals the derived trend in a linear
fit over the full period Jan. 1958 to Dec. 2018, making b equivalent to

the value which would be estimated with no acceleration term. This
selection is done iteratively starting at the middle of the time series.
This reduces the linear trend uncertainty in all cases considered here.

In order to test the robustness of our methodology, we also calcu-
lated three independent Common Modes based on tide gauges from the
West, East and South coasts of the UK: FCMW, FCME and FCMS (similar
to the method used for Fig. 9 in Woodworth et al., 1999). The FCM, and
the differences between the local FCMs and the full FCM, are plotted in
Fig. 22. The West coast here includes gauges from the Irish coast, and
we also use four additional sites where the records have 75% com-
pleteness over a minimum 20 years, to maximise the sample number.
These independent constructions, plus other tests such as using (or
omitting) the small number of tide gauges with long and almost com-
plete records, or constructing the FCM ignoring all “free floating” data
segments (not shown), demonstrate the robustness of the FCM and of
the procedure for correcting steps. The residual small linear and second
order trend differences (Fig. 22; orange, red, purple) are suggestive of
VLM changes and this could be investigated in further work (e.g. using
CGPS compared with GIA models, Bingley et al., 2001; Teferle et al.,
2002; Santamaría-Gómez et al., 2017).

The resulting quadratic fit parameters and their errors are shown in
Table 2, where the linear component should be interpreted as the rate

Fig. 16. Top trace, overlaid detrended
(1st and 2nd order), deseasonalised
unadjusted MSL with mean offset and
storm surge model data removed for all
sites. Median, 1st and 3rd quartile as
well as max/min envelope shown.
Middle trace is the same but with de-
tected steps removed using maximum
likelihood change detection. Note some
low frequency variations are also re-
moved from the mean. Bottom trace is
with datum steps removed using level-
ling data and event time regression.
Note low frequency variability is re-
tained whilst envelope and interquartile
spread are reduced to similar levels as
middle trace. Each trace is offset
400 mm for visualisation.

Fig. 17. PDF of SLR trends from 24 sites
with more than 50 years of monthly
MSL data and 75% completeness.
Yellow: only GIA correction applied.
Red: GIA and storm surge model cor-
rection and Initial Common Mode ap-
plied. Blue: GIA, tide and surge model
plus ICM, and step corrections applied.
(For interpretation of the references to
colour in this figure legend, the reader
is referred to the web version of this
article.)
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in the middle of the period of analysis (start of 1988). We see that the
average rate is around 2.4 mm yr−1 with around 10% error, and the
acceleration is around 0.06 mm yr−2, with around 50% error (without
the correction for offset steps, and local dynamics, a slightly larger
acceleration is seen). This latter error is dominated by the presence of
low frequency variability in the FCM, as can be seen from the sig-
nificantly smaller uncertainty in acceleration for the difference between
the independent FCME and FCMW.

6.6. Comparison with previous work

This revised estimate of regional MSL acceleration around the
British Isles is comparable with our calculation of a CATS derived result
from the global MSL reconstruction of Church and White (2011),
(CW11, 2015 update) of 0.055 ± 0.013 mm yr−2 re-calculated for the
1958 to 2013 period. It is also close to both the global (1958–2015) and
the subpolar North Atlantic accelerations for the slightly different
period of 1968–2015 calculated by Dangendorf et al. (2019), which are
0.058 and 0.06 ± 0.01 mm yr−2 respectively. This is much higher
than the figure of 0.013 ± 0.003 mm yr−2 estimated for the entire

CW11 period since 1880, or the estimate of 0.011 mm yr−2

(Woodworth et al., 2009) for the UK sea level acceleration over a si-
milarly long period, although it is only marginally higher then the
global CW11 acceleration for a more equivalent 55 year period centred
on 1931. The global linear trend estimate (SLR) for updated CW11 for
the period 1958 to 2013 is also comparable (2.17 ± 0.12 mm yr−1, the
uncertainty is again reduced if the second order term is also accounted
for). There are good reasons, such as the influence of the Greenland Ice
Sheet, why the acceleration might not match either the global or North
Atlantic accelerations over multidecadal timescales, but we do not in-
vestigate this here.

If we wish to improve the estimate of acceleration, we must reduce
the impact of this low frequency variability either by seeking longer
time series (Hogarth, 2014; Haigh et al., 2014), or by finding a physical
cause (assuming that to be separable from the long term sea level rise),
and subtracting it out.

6.7. Investigating causes of the common mode

Our initial hypothesis was that we should expect a Common Mode

Fig. 18. PDF plots of deseasonalised
and GIA corrected MSL trend differ-
ences, tide gauge minus multi-mission
satellite altimetry for 30 sites around
the British Isles which have at least
20 years of data available over the al-
timetry time period (1993 to 2017).
The tide gauge data is adjusted for
storm surge and common mode signal.
Orange: difference of TG (adjusted for
storm surge and common mode signal
but without datum steps removed) and
nearest altimeter grid cell trends. Red:
same as previous but with TG offset
adjustments applied. Blue: Difference of
TG (adjusted for storm surge, common
mode signal and datum steps) and
average of nearest 55 altimetry grid
cells. (For interpretation of the refer-
ences to colour in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)

Fig. 19. MSL all sites overlaid. Adjusted for GIA, seasonal effects, and local tide and storm surge, each series (blue in background) offset to weighted average signal.
Median MSL from all sites (dark blue), 25th and 75th quartile limits (yellow) and light grey is max/min envelope of data from all sites including outliers. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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to reflect the influence of ocean dynamics from beyond the continental
shelf, as well as mean sea level rise. We test this by correlating the FCM
with satellite altimetry everwhere (with seasonal signals and trends
removed). The result, shown in Fig. 23, clearly shows that the FCM is
related to eastern boundary Atlantic dynamics, which have previously
been attributed to the response to longshore wind stress integrated from
the equator (Calafat et al., 2012; Calafat and Chambers, 2013). The link
to the basinwide Greenland-Iceland-Norwegian (GIN) sea response
further north is consistent with the same effect exciting a pan-Arctic sea
level oscillation, the mechanism for which has been elucidated by
Fukumori et al. (2015). Thus, if we wish to explain the FCM, a response
to longshore winds would be the first place to look. We intend to ex-
plore this issue further in future work, and also consider other con-
tributing factors (Roberts et al., 2016). Promising correlations are also
seen with sea surface temperature over the entire 60-year period, over a
wide region (not shown).

It is worth noting that a very similar correlation pattern emerges if
we use the FCME, based on the UK east coast, despite the fact that the
altimetry correlations along the east coast are low. This is presumably
because the local dynamics have not been subtracted from the altimetry
here, and these contain a component which is anticorrelated with the
FCM on the east coast.

7. Summary and conclusion

Removing local dynamical effects from British Isles tide gauge
measurements based on a barotropic, local shelf sea model, and then
constructing a “Common Mode” by averaging the residual signals and
removing that, has permitted us to identify a number of previously
unrecognised steps in the tide gauge record.

In response to this, an intensive data archaeology exercise has al-
lowed:

• Extension of existing tide gauge datasets using archived bench mark
and datum information.
• Collation and digitisation of metadata detailing instrumentation
changes at each site.
• Centimetre scale corrections to a number of site datum connections
from archived tide gauge calibration data.

These extended and corrected datasets have further allowed:

• Confirmation that most of the steps coincide with recorded in-
strumentation changes.
• A correction for the steps which in most cases is based on

Fig. 20. PDF of CATS derived trend of differences
of deseasonalised MSL; all stations with greater
than 20 years of data minus the Final Common
Mode signal from Fig. 19 (i.e. trends retained). This
method accounts for variations in trend over dif-
ferent time periods due to the low frequency
variability or acceleration. Red: GIA adjusted MSL,
storm surge and offsets subtracted. Blue: GIA ad-
justed MSL with storm surge only removed. Purple:
GIA adjusted MSL. Orange: MSL with no GIA ad-
justment. (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the web version of this article.)

Fig. 21. PDF of acceleration values for
24 sites with data having more than
50 years of data with 75% complete-
ness. Blue: fully adjusted. Red: un-
adjusted (deseasonalised only) data,
showing reduced spread of values once
offsets are removed. (For interpretation
of the references to colour in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)
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Fig. 22. Top, Blue: Average monthly
MSL signal for 46 sites around the
British Isles after adjustment for GIA,
seasonal variation, and local meteor-
ological effects from a tide and surge
model. This is the final “common
mode” (FCM) signal with trends re-
tained. Orange: West Coast Common
Mode (21 sites) minus the average
common mode. Red: East Coast
Common Mode (16 sites) minus
average. Purple: South Coast Common
Mode (9 sites) minus average. The low
frequency variations such as the 1988
excursion and sharp drop just after
1990 are robust features of the re-
analysed MSL data. Series are offset to
aid visualisation. (For interpretation of
the references to colour in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)

Fig. 23. Correlation of detrended final common mode signal (FCM, average of MSL around the British Isles after offsets, storm surge model data and seasonal
components are removed) with detrended and deseasonalised satellite altimetry data. This pattern is robust even if only tide gauge data from the UK east coast is used
to create the common mode signal.
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documented levelling measurements.
• Consequent reduction in low frequency variability at many in-
dividual sites.
• Reduced variance between site data, with coherent interannual
patterns at local scale.
• Increased correlation of rates and accelerations of sea level rise at all
sites.

The effect of estimating and removing the tide gauge zero offset
steps is to both increase the overall correlation between data from all
sites and to reduce the variability at each site. A large number of the
newly adjusted time series now appear similar to each other and to time
series from the handful of sites where the RLR data was previously
assessed as high quality (such as Lowestoft or Newlyn). The correlation
between MSL trends adjusted using a GIA model at different sites as
well as between Altimeter and TG MSL records and trends is also im-
proved. These results do not substantially alter the SLR picture obtained
previously using selected RLR PSMSL data, but they do greatly increase
confidence in the conclusions, and allow problematic sites to be iden-
tified or even rehabilitated more easily.

The new average MSL signal is similar in concept to the longer-term
UK “Sea Level Index”, (Woodworth et al., 2009) after the tide and storm
surge (meteorological) variability and datum steps have been removed
(Fig. 22, top trace). This Final Common Mode variability shows a mean
sea level rise of 2.39 ± 0.27 mm yr−1, and an acceleration of
0.058 ± 0.030 mm yr−2 between the start of 1958 and the end of
2018 (N.B. the linear rates are corrected for GIA using the ICE-6G_C
(VM5a) model as described in the data section above). The central es-
timate implies a rate rising from 0.33 mm yr−1 at the start of the record
to 4.11 mm yr−1 by the end, with an average rate over the satellite
altimetry period (start of 1993 to the end of 2017) of 3.46 mm yr−1.
This is consistent with the recently reported global acceleration over
the altimetry era of 0.084 ± 0.029 mm yr−2 (Nerem et al., 2018), and
much stronger than the typical 0.01 mm yr−2 acceleration observed
over century time scales (Hogarth, 2014).

Comparison with satellite altimetry (Fig. 23) shows that the
Common Mode is linked to eastern Atlantic boundary variability. It may
be possible to reduce error bounds on the underlying acceleration if a
model for the wind-driven component of these boundary signals can be
used to reduce the interannual to decadal variability seen in the
Common Mode.

This reassessment and improved consistency of the tide gauge re-
cords relied heavily on the existence of redundant tide gauge mea-
surements and of levelling information which constrains the “free
floating” segments of the records. Many of the steps we detected are
subsequently reversed as later levelling reasserts the correct datum
following some earlier equipment change. In this context, the recent
drop off in the number of usable tide gauge records and in levelling to
nearby datums (Fig. 15) is alarming as, without this combination of
redundancy and levelling, the quality of reconstruction of the common
mode is likely to degrade into the future, limiting our ability to detect
future accelerations.

It is also pertinent to assess data from some of the recently installed
radar tide gauges which are not covered in this analysis (as they have
been running less than 20 years). An initial examination of some of the
longer radar gauge records indicates that despite the intrinsic stability
of such gauges (Woodworth and Smith, 2003) unrecorded datum
changes are still evident. For example, for the almost continuous 2006
to 2018 record from Deal Pier (approx. 15 km N.E. of Dover) two datum
steps of around −40 mm are identified at mid-2011 and the end of
2013 by the buddy check and model difference methods. These lead to
an uncorrected (and clearly erroneous) trend of −7.9 mm yr−1, whilst
the adjusted trend after the processing steps outlined here gives
2.2 mm yr−1. Unfortunately, no physical changes are recorded in the
available site documentation.

A broader implication of this work is that additional levels of quality

control should be considered before drawing conclusions about SLR
from regions where only small numbers of gauges are available.

8. Data availability

A processed data set and associated metadata is available online
through Zenodo at: https://doi.org//10.5281/zenodo.3747196

The data is available in .csv spreadsheet format and also as
MATLAB® .mat format files, the .mat files are simple 2-D data arrays
where columns 1 to 1351 correspond to the PSMSL site id. number, and
rows 1 to 3228 correspond to months from Jan. 1750 to Dec. 2018.
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